[Changes in the distribution of mitochondria in mouse embryos blocked at the two-cell stage].
Changes in the distribution of mitochondria in the two-cell mouse embryos preceding the developmental arrest in vitro, caused by a genetically determined "two-cell block in vitro" or genisteine treatment, were examined vitally using the mitochondrial-specific probe rhodamine 123 and conventional fluorescence microscopy. In the former case, serious disturbances in the localization of mitochondria appeared already from the middle of two-cell stage, long before the time corresponding to the 2nd cleavage division. Comparison of the behavior of mitochondria in the embryos successfully developing between the one- and two-cell stages and that in the embryos that ceased to cleave suggests that the developmental arrest was accompanied by aggregation of the mitochondria into clusters. There are many such clusters unlike in the cytoplasm of normally developing embryos. Intracellular localization of clusters observed in the genisteine-treated embryos differed radically from that observed in the embryos blocked in vitro at the two-cell stage.